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Abstract

Multiresolution surfaces are especially useful for fast rendering, real-time display and
interactive manipulation of large and dense terrain surface models. This paper reviews
major multiresolution terrain surface reconstruction techniques and analyses the cor-
responding data structures. We have proposed and implemented, based on Delaunay
retriangulation, a greedy refinement algorithm with a straightforward data structure to
reconstruct multiresolution terrain surfaces. Our greedy refinement algorithm is a multi-
pass algorithm, having the complexity of O(n2 ) if using global error metric, and the
complexity of O(n log n) if using local error metric.
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1 Introduction

A terrain is the graph of a continuous function that assigns to every point on the plane an elevation
value. For digital terrain surface models, a collection of n data points in the plane are given, each with its
own elevation, which samples a continuous bivariate function. Digital terrain models can be represented
in the form of DEM (digital elevation model) and triangulation model. DEM, supplied by the U.S.
Geological Survey, is basically a two-dimensional oating point height array. DEM contains an extremely
high level of redundancy, forbiding fast rendering. With large-scale terrain models, it is often desirable
to adapt the resolution of the mesh over the terrain surface. For example in ight simulation, if the pilot
is ying over a dense terrain model, the mesh need be re�ned only within the view frustum. Hence, fast
rendering, real-time display and interactive or dynamic manipulation are the main practical reasons for
multiresolution terrain surface reconstruction.

The terrain triangulation model is called a TIN (triangulated irregular network) in geographic infomation
systems. The advantages of TIN over DEM are mainly in tow aspects: (i) TINs are not bound by the
regularity constraints of a regular grid and so can approximate any surfaces at any desired tolerance
and (ii) A TIN can be easily organised into a hierarchy with respect to its multiresolutions. For terrain
surface reconstruction, there are already a number of techniques, which can be categorised as:

Simple uniform grid methods Simple for representation but impossible for real-time display or fast
rendering. Downsampling can not generate desirable approximation quality.

Hierarchical subdivision methods Which include quad-tree, k-d tree, and hierarchical triangula-
tion [3, 5] data structures. However, it seems diÆcult for them to maintain the continuity of
the surface where patches of surfaces with di�erent resolutions meet.

Feature methods Using local features like curvatures and edges can not match the approximation
quality generated by multi-pass techniques.

Decimation methods Those algorithms simply remove the point whose absence adds the smallest error
to the approximation [1, 10]. Their advantage is that they can remove several points in one run.

Re�nement techniques Which [2, 7, 4] start with a minimal approximation, then progressively re-
�ne it by adding the point which will introduce the minimal sum of approximation errors to the
approximation, and then execute Delaunay retriangulation. Delaunay retriangulation is necessary
for minimising the aliazing problems in terrain surfaces' visualisation since Delaunay triangulation
generates a unique and fatest triangulation [6]. Re�nement techniques are especially suitable for
dynamic, interactive and progressive reconstruction of terrain surfaces with continuous resolutions.



2 Related work

Guibas and Stolfi [8] invented a `quad-edge' data structure and presented an O(n2) incremental inser-
tion algorithm for the representation of general subdivisions of orientable manifolds and the computation
of Voronoi diagrams. Quad-edge data structure represents a single undirected edge in the subdivision and
its dual edge with a edge record of four directed edges as indicated in Fig. 1(a). Each directed edge within
quad-edge data structure has two �elds: (i) a `next' pointer to the next counterclockwise edge around
its origin as indicated in Fig. 1(b); and (ii) a `data' pointer to its geometrical and other nontopological
information such as the coordinates of its origin.
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Figure 1: Examples of quad-edge data structure.

For instance, Fig. 1(c) shows that a subdivision of only three edges incident on the same vertex (left) is
represented with the quad-edge data structure (right). In Fig. 1(c), each of the three edges is represented
as a cross. The quad-edge structure contains no separate record for vertices and faces, which are described
implicitly by circles of `next' pointers. So the vertex corresponds to the inner cycle of pointers, while the
remaining three incomplete cycles correspond to the three faces meeting at the vertex.

Totally, Guibas and Stolfi's incremental algorithm is composed of two parts: location of the new site
and insertion of the new site. For the location of new site p, walking algorithm recommended in [8]
is implemented in [9]. The idea is to start from arbitrary place in the triangulation and move in the
direction of p until the containing triangle is reached. After the location of the new site, then the new site
will be inserted into current triangulation one by one and then keep the triangulation being Delaunay by
the possible swapping of edges.

The most beautiful aspect of Guibas and Stolfi's quad-edge data structure is that it can represent the
primal, the dual, and the mirror-image diagrams automatically, simultaneously and uniformly. Another
important advantage is that two operators alone are suÆcient to construct and modify subdivisions or
arbitrary diagrams represented by quad-edges, then the programming codes are clean, neat and concise.

Based on Guibas and Stolfi's quad-edge data structure and Lischinski's C++ implementation [9],
adding the calculation of approximation error metrics for selecting proper insert sites and the graphical
interface, Garland and Heckbert [7] then applied this incremental insertion algorithm into reconstruc-
tion of multiresolution terrain surfaces.

3 Greedy re�nement

Greedy re�nement is not a brand-new approach, actually reinvented a few times [7, 4]. The main goals of
our greedy re�nement techniques can be summarised as: (i) From the input of terrain surface models in the
form of DEM, to reconstruct a family of approximation surfaces in TIN form with continuous resolutions:
fTm; :::; T0g, where Tm is the initial triangulation (coarsest resolution), T0 is the full resolution mesh; and
(ii) To structure the multiresolution models that allows data to be manipulated, rendered, and displayed
at di�erent resolutions dynamically and interactively.



3.1 Straightforward data structure

To represent the terrain surface model in TIN form, compared with the `quad-edge', our data structure
is very straightforward. In our implementation, a triangulation (or Mesh) consists of both an array of
Cells and a Heap of cells' IDs.

class Mesh

f
Cell* meshCells; //an array of Cells

long * idHeap; //a Heap of Cells' IDs sorted by error metrics
g

class Cell

f
Array* points; //an array of point candidates

Vec3d vert[3]; //three vertices of Cell's triangle

long neighbours[3]; //three neighboring Cells' IDs
Vec3d insertPoint; //candidate point for next insertion

double errorMetric; //error metric

long cellIndex; //every cell will be granted a unique number as its ID

double directErr; //sum of approximation errors of all points inside Cell

double otherErrSum; //sum of directErrs of all other Cells, not including itself

g

The heap is a complete binary tree of nodes which contain cells' IDs and are sorted by the cells' ap-
proximation error metrics. Cell structure is actually similar to that of triangle. Besides three vertices,
cell record contains candidate point for next insertion, approximation error metric, an array of candidate
sites, and three neighbouring cells' IDs. The relationship between mesh, heap and cell is illustrated in
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Figure 2: Relationship between mesh, cell and array data structures.

Fig. 2. Mesh (or triangulation) hence consists of cells while each cell holds the IDs of three neighbour
cells. Three neighbour cells' IDs make each cell know its neighbours and make all cells thus connected
together. In this way, mesh is made a network of cells, rather than a network of only triangles.

3.2 Approximation error metrics

For the comparison and control of approximation surface quality, we need an appropriate criterion to
measure the approximation errors. Assume we have a original terrain model: z = H(x; y), x = 1; 2; :::; n,



y = 1; 2; :::; n, then for each point (or site) pi, the simple approximation error calculation is: "i =
jH(pi)� I(pi)j, where I(pi) is pi's interpolated value. That is to say, for each site pi, the approximation
error is calculated as the di�erence value between the real value of the site and the interpolated approx-
imation value of the triangle surface where pi is inside. Then the local approximation error metric for
this terrain approximation model can be taken as: � = maxmi=1"i, where m is the number of sites. For
greedy re�nement algorithm using local error metrics, the selection criterion for choosing candidate point
for next insertion is then to choose the site with the maximum " value.

Another error metric is the global approximation error metric. For each point pi, when a new mesh is
formed by adding a new site into current approximation, we �rst calculate its simple approximation error
"i. The selection criterion is to select the insert point candidate p whose trial insertion will incur the
smallest global approximation error metric (� =

Pn

i=1 "i). This global error metric calculation approach
is actually one move look-ahead technique.

3.3 Greedy re�nement algorithm

The �rst step for `greedy re�nement' is to construct large initial triangles, which are both adjacent and
non-overlapping, to enclose all other sites. The boundary of those initial triangles should be the convex
hull of all candidate sites. Based on the initial triangles, all the points, except which have already become
the vertices of the initial triangles, are allocated into corresponding initial triangles dependent on which
cell (its triangle exactly) they are inside.

The next step is to compute the global approximation error metrics of all cells. For each cell k, calculate its
sum of simple approximation errors of all the allocated points inside cell k: !k =

Pm

j=1 "j , k = 1; 2; :::; n,
assume m is the number of points inside cell k and n cells are currently on the mesh. Next, for each cell k,
we try to insert every point pi inside k into its triangle, split the previous triangle into three new triangles
and then form new triangulation. For the new trial triangulation, calculate the simple approximation
errors of other points inside this cell : "j = jH(pj)� I(pj)j, j = 1; :::; i � 1; i + 1; :::;m. For each point
pi inside this cell, we then have a value Æi, sum of all other points' approximation errors as: Æi =

P
"j ,

j = 1; :::; i� 1; i+ 1; :::;m. Then inside cell k we can �nd the point p with the minimum Æ: Æ = min(Æi),
i = 1; :::;m. Hence point p with the minimum Æ will be the candidate for the next insert for cell k. So
the approximation error metric for this cell k is �k: �k = Æ +

Pn

i=1;i6=k !i.

During the reconstruction process, it is not necessary to calculate all cell's error metrics every time. We
actually cache the sum of all inside points' approximation errors for most cells. We �rst classify cells into
three categories: (i) Dead Cell Selected for the insert point to insert into and will be splitted into three
new cells after the insertion; (ii) Active Cell Those cells currently on the mesh not selected for point
inserting now but later. When an active cell is selected to be splitted, it then change into a dead cell;
(iii) Newborn Cell Those cells created during both the dead cell's splitting into three new cells and
possible Delaunay retriangulation.

Algorithm-1: Greedy re�nement algorithm

CONSTRUCT initial mesh with two cells c0 and c1; //allocate points into those two cells

Compute Error Metric(c); //compute error metrics of those two cells

Push Cell(c0);
Push Cell(c1); //push two initial cells into heap

repeat

Pop Cell(); //pop out top cell, select it as dead cell

Point Insert(p); //insert insert point candidate into dead cell

Retriangulation(); //keep the new mesh being Delaunay

Compute Error Metric(newbornCell); //compute error metrics for all newborn cells

Update Cell(activeCell); //updating error metrics of all active cells

Push Cell(newbornCell); //push newborn cells or replace active cells with newborn cells

until (Goal Met);

OUTPUT the final model;

Then the next step is to �nd the dead cell c whose global error metric value � meets: � = min(�k),
k = 1; :::; n. Insert the insert point candidate p of cell c into c and split c into three new cells. Swap the



edges between three newborn cells and the neighbouring cells of cell c and thus keep the triangulation
Delaunay. Finally, update the neighbourhood of newborn cells and their neighbouring cells. That is the
basic reconstruction process. Actually, for the eÆciency and speed of the greedy re�nement, we also
employ a heap structure to store cell IDs and sort error metric values. Our greedy re�nement algorithm
is described as Algorithm-1.

The heaviest computation of this algorithm is the calculation of newborn cells' error metrics. At the ith

iteration, there will be 2(i� 4) active cells and O(1) newborn cells [9] while every newborn cell averagely
contains n�i

2(i�4)+2
sites, then the complexity of the computation of newborn cells' error metrics is:

O(1) �
n� i

2(i� 4) + 2
�

�
n� i

2(i � 4) + 2
� 1 +O(1)

�
= O(1) �

�
(n� i)2

(i� 3)2
+

n� i

i� 3

�
:

In the repeat-until loop, Pop Cell() takes O(log x) (x = 2(i � 4); 4 < i � n); Point Insert() takes O(1);
Retriangulation() takes O(1); Push Cell() takes O(log(x)); the updating all active cells' error metrics
takes (2i+O(1)) iterations. Hence, we have the complexity of our greedy re�nement algorithm as:

nX
i=5

�
O(log i) +O(1) +O(1) +O(1) �

�
(n� i)2

(i� 3)2
+

n� i

i� 3

�
+O(i) +O(log i)

�
= O

�
n2 + n log n+ n+ log n

�
:

Therefore the total complexity of our greedy algorithm with global error metrics is O(n2). If we employ
local error metrics, the complexity will be only O (n logn).

4 Approximation examples

We have implemented the greedy re�nement algorithm in C++ on IRIX-6.3 O2 SGI workstations in
CITR. The progressive reconstruction e�ects and the graphical interfaces are implemented with OpenGL

programming. We take one theoretical surface model as the input in order to control the approximation
surface quality. Figure 3(a) is the input terrain surface model in the form of DEM, which is created by
a single-valued bivariate function:

H(x; y) =
1

2

�
sin (3x)4 + cos (2y)4 + sin (x+ 4y)3 � cos (xy)5

�
+ 1:0 where x 2 [0; 1] ; y 2 [0; 1] :

Figure 3(d) shows the re�nement result reconstructed with 15% of sites of the original surface model.
The simpli�ed surface in Fig. 3(d) has evidently kept the important main features like peaks, troughs and
valleys. Figure 3(c) indicates re�ned surface model with 30% of sites of the original model. The re�ned
model has nearly all salient points of the original model in Fig. 3(a). Comparing with the original model,
we can see the approximation quality of this simpli�ed model in Fig. 3(c) is already good enough. Hence,
it is de�nitely enough to represent the original surface model with this reconstructed simpli�ed surface
model for fast rendering and real-time display.

Figure 3(b) indicates the reconstructed model with 60% of sites of the original model. Comparing with the
original model, we can see that they nearly have not much di�erence. The comparison shows that if we
continue to increase the percentage then the reconstructed models will only have more data redundancy
and there will be little improvement in the approximation quality.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed and implemented the greedy re�nement algorithm with a straightforward
data structure for the reconstruction of multiresolution terrain surface models. Our implementation can
reconstruct terrain models with loseless and continuous resolutions, which can be rendered progressively
and dynamically. Compared with `quad-edge', our straightforward data structure saves the point location
process during the reconstruction since points are already enclosed in cell structures. The complexity of
our greedy re�nement algorithm for multiresolution terrain surface reconstruction is O(n2) if using the
global error metric and O (n logn) if using local error metric.



(a) The original terrain surface model in DEM

(32x32 = 1024 sites).

(b) Reconstructed terrain surface model with 60%
of the original model's sites.

(c) Reconstructed terrain surface model with 30%
of the original model's sites.

(d) Reconstructed terrain surface model with 15%
of the original model's sites.

Figure 3: Reconstructed examples of terrain surface models.
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